
Model Questions, 2015 
CS- 21: C++ Programming 

 
1.  What is OOPs? Explain various  features  provided by object oriented 

programming? 

2.  What is  References in C++? Explain how the references  are used as function 
parameters, with example. 

3.  What is typecasting? What are explicit and implicit type conversions? Explain 
convers ion between class types with suit able example. 

4.  What are the characteristics  and use of constructors  and destructors  funct ion in 
C++? Explain their execut ion with suit able example? 

5.  Explain the dynamic memory allocation mechanism us ing C++ features. Write a 
program to creat e a dynamic array of s ize n and sort their elements. 

6.  What is  a class? How can you define a class? Create a class to specify dat a of 
customers  in a bank. The data to be stored as  : Account No., name, balance in the 
account. Assume maximum of 200 customers  in the bank. 

7.  What is  Inherit ance? Explain the different types of inheritance supported by C++ 
with suitable examples.  

8.  What is ST L? What are its major components? Explain a container class  with its  
common methods. 

9.  What are exceptions  in C++? How it differs from error? Explain exception 
handling mechanism in C++. Write a program to handle divide by zero exception. 

10.  What is operator overloading? How can you overload an operator through a 
member function and a friend funct ion? Exp lain the overloading of stream 
operators . 

11.  What are stream objects? Discuss the hierarchy of stream classes in C++. Explain 
the methods provided by them with suit able examples . 

12. Explain the concept of funct ion overloading with suitable example. Discuss the 
ambiguity in overloading functions. 

13. What is Inline Functions in C++? What are its limitations? “Is a class defines all member 
functions as inline in its block?” Justify your answer. 

14. What do you mean by static data member and functions? How it differs from instance 
data member and functions? Explain with suitable examples. 



15. What is virtual base class? When and why is it required to inherit a base class as virtual? 
Write a C++ program to implement a virtual base class. 

16. What do you mean by function overriding? How can you achieve it in C++? Discuss the 
use of virtual and pure virtual functions in this regard. 

17. How many parameters can be passed to a function? Explain the concept of 
call-by-value, call-by-address and call-by-reference with suitable examples. 

18. What are access specifiers? Discuss various uses of access specifiers in C++ with 
suitable examples. 

19. What is friend function? How it differs from a member function? Explain various uses  
of a friend function with suitable examples. 

20. Explain the concept of file handling in C++? Write a C++ program to copy the content of 
one text file to another. 

21. What is template function? How it is implemented in C++? Define a template function 
swap to swap any two data items. 

22. What is class template? How it is implemented in C++? Design template class to 
implement an array. 

23. Write a program to calculate sum of digits of entered number using indirect recursion. 
Recursion should be in between main() and member function? 

24. Write a program to round down and round up the floating point number. 

25. Write a C++ program to calculate the power of a given number . Define a function 
power(). Make it inline. 

26. Define a class Bank Account. Define constructors to open an account. Define methods 
to deposit, withdraw and check balance. 

27. Write a C++ program to implement flight class with data member as flight no.,  source, 
destination and fare.  Write a copy constructor and a member function to display the 
flight information. 

28. Write a C++ program to implement a class to represent complex numbers.  Define 
member functions to add and multiply two complex numbers using overloaded 
operators. 

29. Write a C++ program to implement time class that has separate data members for hours, 
minutes and seconds.  Overload – Operator to find difference between two times 
(object) and ++ operator to increment the time by one second. 



30. Write a C++ program to implement a student class having roll no.,  name, course, and 
addresses as data members.  Define constructor to create a student object and to display 
record using overloaded << operator. 

31. Write a C++ program to implement user defined string class.  Overload the constructor 
and a member function to concatenate two strings. 

32. Write a C++ program to implement matrix class.  Define a member function to 
transpose the matrix. 

33. Write a C++ program to find the number of characters, word and lines in the given text  
as input. 

34. Write a C++ program to implement a telephone bill class with Name, Address, Tel. No., 
No. of calls as data members.  Compute the amount to be paid if the charges per call is 
₹2/-. 

35. Write a C ++ program to implement a date class with member functions as next,   
previous which return next date and previous date objects. 

 

 


